JANUARY 2020

NORTHERN PONCA HOUSING AUTHORITY

“May this year bring new happiness, new goals, new
achievements, and many new inspirations for life.
Wishing you a year fully loaded with happiness”.

Terrific Tenant Recipients
December was as exciting month for NPHA! At NPHA, we believe that gift-giving brings a
special joy to both the gift-giver and the receiver. To show our appreciation during the
holiday season, we had a special drawing that included gift baskets, gift cards and One
month free rent!! Those recipients were the following:
Gift Baskets:
Atlanta Spottdwood
Nicole Will
Nicole Beauvais
Arlynn Knudsen
Elizabeth White
Bill Wright
Gift Cards:
Theodore Medel
Vannesa Burns
Your first day of school can at
Carolyn Brewer
times be difficult. Remember
Kayla Kent to trust your instincts and
Shelby Coffman
just be yourself.
Wayne Grant
Donald Bair
Jolena Wright
Free Rent:
Clifford Trudell, Jr.

Pictured above: Bill Wright

Pictured above: Nicole Beauvais

January Home Maintenance to-do List
The New Year is a perfect time to organize your home, and why not start with your closets? Over
the course of the year, closets get full of all sorts of stuff that may or may not belong there.
Since it’s too cold to do much outside, take advantage of a day stuck indoors to organize and
clean your closets, and perhaps add some new shelving or other storage organizers while
you’re at it.

Follow These Steps:
Inspect Closet: Examine your closet and determine what’s working and what’s not. Is there
enough hanging room? Are shoes overrunning their space? Do you have belongings on the
floor that have no place to go?
Clear Out Closet: Next, remove everything from the closet – yes, everything!
Purge unused items: Sort clothing, shoes, accessories, and set aside unneeded items to donate.
A good rule of thumb is, if you haven't used t in a year, time to go.
Clean Closet: Give the inside of the closet a good cleaning, and possibly a fresh paint job.
Update Closet: Examine the closet to see if you can make better use of the space. You can
dramatically increase storage space with shelving, hanger bars, baskets, and bins that are
tailored to suit your needs.
Put your remaining items back in your clean, neat, closet!
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Identity Theft Course
For questions contact:
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